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摘  要 
目前有关买卖价差分解的理论和实证的研究主要集中在报价驱动或
混合报价驱动市场上，对指令驱动市场买卖价差的研究却相当有限。本文
以深圳A股指数的150只成分股作为研究样本，以2003年 7月 1日到 2003


































While theoretical and empirical work on the components of bid–ask 
spread in quote-driven (or hybrid quote-driven) markets is extensive, little is 
known about the spread components in a pure limit-order market. This study 
extends the bid-ask spread decomposition literature into order-driven 
environment, examines the adverse selection component of the bid-ask spread 
from Shenzhen stock market. 
Our data set is obtained from the CCER security market high-frequency 
database. Our sample consists of intraday data of 150 companies on the 
Shenzhen stock market for 66 days between July 1, 2003 and September 30, 
2003. We estimate a mean adverse selection component of 39.08 percent of the 
effective spread, which is litter than Shanghai. The adverse selection 
components represent a larger portion of the spread for low-dollar-volume 
stocks than for high-dollar-volume stocks, so does for market capitalization and 
stock price. But the adverse selection components don’t increase with trade 
size. At last, we find that the adverse selection components exhibit a reverse 
U-shape and L-shape in the morning and afternoon individually for the full 
sample. Results for the low- and medium-volume subsamples are similar to 
those for the full sample. For the high-volume subsample, the adverse selection 
components exhibit an L-shape after fluctuating for nearly an hour. 
Our analysis of the adverse selection component of the bid-ask spread 
proceeds as follows.  
Chapter 1 introduces the derivation of the bid-ask theory and reviews the 
related important literature.  
Chapter 2 designs the study. 
Chapter 3 describes the results of empirical study.  
Chapter 4 concludes the paper and presents the limitation. 
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的性质在证券交易价格决定中的作用。第二类以 Ho、Stoll 以及 O’Hara
和 Oldfield 等人为代表，着重分析做市商的 优化决策问题，包括做市
商两期 优化模型和多期 优化模型两类。第三类以 Cohen、Maier、
Schwartz 和 Whitcomb 和 Ho、Stoll 为代表，着重分析存在多个流动性提
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